A hybrid Force Position Control for a Upper Limb Rehabilitation Robot of Series Mechanism
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Abstract. Interactive rehabilitation robot which has better interaction is one main method to improve the patients’ motion performance. The rehabilitation robot developed by Tsinghua University UECM for patients having weakness with shoulder and elbow should be improved by increasing interactive parts to adapt to patients’ state. This paper described one control strategy to increase the interaction between robot and patients. The hybrid force position control for the upper limb rehabilitation robot UECM was developed to improve the patients’ voluntary motion in exercises by controlling the robot to provide external forces according to the patients’ forces and motion velocity. The hybrid force position controlled robot will be used for stroke patients under different states since its interactive control method

1 Introduction

Stroke is a leading cause of permanent disability in adults, with symptoms such as spasticity, hemiplegia, pain as well as leading to other complications[1,2]. Approximately two thirds of patients who sustained a stroke experience impaired motor function of an upper extremity and require continuous long term medical care to reduce their physical impairment, leaving much stress on families and much pressure on patients themselves [3,4]. Only about 50% of cognitively intact and medically stable patients with initially reduced upper extremity motor function obtain dexterity in the course of the first three months [5].

Recently, high intensive therapeutic interventions, such as constraint induced movement therapy and task-relevant repetitive practice of the affected limb, have been identified as key factors for motor therapy after stroke [6-8]. Robots have high potential in the high intensive therapeutic interventions for its good repeatability and accuracy [9-12]. Besides, robots are equipped with sensors such as force sensors, encoders as well as accelerometers to record force, position and velocity exerted by patients, which can be used as evaluation for patient’s performance quantitatively and objectively [13-16]. Research into rehabilitation robots has grown rapidly and the number of therapy rehabilitation robots has expanded dramatically since the first rehabilitation robot was developed in 1993 [17-20]. In order to improve the muscle force generation of the paretic limb and to keep the effective muscular effort at its best, the rehabilitation robots trend to be smart enough to adapt to each patient’s state and different states of one patient [12, 21, 22].

Rehabilitation robots usually provide three different motion types for hemiplegia patients (passive exercises, active exercises and active-assisted exercises) [15]. The paretic limb is guided by the rehabilitation robots during continuous passive exercises, which is proved to be effective in maintaining joint flexibility and stability in early stage after stroke (within 3 weeks of onset)[23]. Patients who have recovered and been strong enough to exercise themselves will get benefits from the active exercises. In active-assisted exercises, robots will supply external forces to help patients to achieve the exercises that patients cannot complete by themselves. Active voluntary attempts are found to be beneficial for patients in chronic stroke [23]. Thus, the interactive rehabilitation robots providing more motion types for different patients or for one patients under different states as well as attracting patients are becoming a trend in robot research.

2 Methods

Upper Extremity Compound Movement (UECM) rehabilitation robot [24], which was developed for shoulder-elbow coordination training by Tsinghua University has been found not intelligent enough to adapt to patients under different states with its actual passive and active exercises. The active-assisted and active-resistant exercises which need patients’ voluntary movement are important for patients in chronic stroke [25], which need the robot and the patient interact with each other. Since UECM rehabilitation robot is an end effector robot, which connects itself with patients only by the end point, one important parameter is the forces between the robot and the patient. Once the forces can be changed with patients’ states, the robot can adapt to
patients ideally and can also attract patients to take exercises voluntarily with the personified interaction. In order to make UECM rehabilitation robot intelligent enough to interact with patients, the forces supplied by the robot should be adjustable according to the forces between the robot and patients’ hands. The mechanical parts of UECM rehabilitation robot are shown in Figure 1. UECM rehabilitation robot has three parts: upper arm, forearm and interactive parts. The interactive parts consist of two main parts: the handle to fix patients’ hand and a two dimensional force sensor to measure the interactive forces between robot and patients. The data from the two dimensional force sensor can be used to calculate the current of the two separate motor to provide external forces to achieve the task like drawing a circle or straight line.

\[ L = E_k + E_p = \left(\frac{1}{6} m_1 + \frac{1}{2} m_2\right) l_1^2 \dot{\theta}_1^2 + \frac{1}{2} m_2 l_2^2 \dot{\theta}_2^2 + \frac{1}{2} m_2 l_2 \dot{\theta}_1 \dot{\theta}_2 \cos(\theta_1 - \theta_2) \]  

According to Lagrange’s formulation,

\[ T_1 = \left(\frac{1}{3} m_1 + m_2\right) l_1^2 \dot{\theta}_1 + \frac{1}{2} m_2 l_2 \dot{\theta}_1 \dot{\theta}_2 \cos(\theta_1 - \theta_2) \] 

\[ T_2 = \frac{1}{3} m_2 l_2 \dot{\theta}_2 + \frac{1}{2} m_2 l_2 \dot{\theta}_1 \dot{\theta}_2 \cos(\theta_1 - \theta_2) \] 

In the formulas (9, 10),

\[ F_x = -F_{sensor}.x \]  

\[ F_y = -F_{sensor}.y \]  

The \( F_{sensor}.x \) \( F_{sensor}.y \) stands for the forces data measured by the two dimensional sensor. The forces performed by robot and patient are used to keep the handle moving along the straight line or circle and other trajectory.

2.2 Kinematic analysis of UECM rehabilitation robot

In Figure 1, the aim is to keep the end point of robot to follow the circle. The kinematic formulas can be described following:

\[ x = l_1 \cos \theta_1 + l_2 \cos \theta_2 \]  

\[ y = l_1 \sin \theta_1 + l_2 \sin \theta_2 \]  

According to formulas (13, 14), the Jacobi of the series mechanical system is calculated:

\[ J = \begin{bmatrix} l_1 \cos \theta_1 & l_2 \cos \theta_2 \\ -l_1 \sin \theta_1 & -l_2 \sin \theta_2 \end{bmatrix}. \]
2.3 Control model of the system

The purpose of active-assisted and active-resistant motion types is to provide appropriate assistance or resistance for patients to perform their best to achieve the task. The two dimensional force sensor becomes the key to detect the state of patients, measuring the forces between the robot and the hand. According to the force data, the robot calculates the external forces according to formulas (9-12).

The control model of the system uses the hybrid force position control, which represents the calculated preset force value is related to the position information. The relationship between the position and forces can be described by the damper and spring, the formula (16).

\[ F_{\text{set}} = B\Delta v + K\Delta x \]  

(16)

In the formula 16, \( \Delta v \) equals the error between the actual velocity and the preset velocity, \( \Delta x \) refers the error between the actual position and the preset position. The preset position means the task trajectory (a straight line or a circle). The control model of the interactive system is described by Figure 3.

![Figure 3. The hybrid force position control for UECM rehabilitation robot](image)

The hybrid force position control changes the external forces provided by the robot according to the actual position to keep the motion direction along the task. The external forces T1 and T2 are calculated according to formulas (9, 10). In the exercises, safety is a main issue during the robot control, so the robot also calculates the power to judge whether the patient is in a spasm. If the calculated T1 or T2 is over the threshold, which is evaluated according to the patient’s abilities in stretching their arms, the robot will stop providing the calculated forces to avoid making secondary damages to the patient.

2.4 Strategy of control in tasks

The rehabilitation exercises are used to improve the patients’ movement performance by compulsorily intervention therapies. The robot keeps the patients moving their hands along the task trajectory to stretching their shoulder and elbow. In active-assisted and active-resistant motion types, the patients’ voluntary movement cannot be along the trajectory accurately for their weakness, thus providing a motion band is an appropriate method for a better training. The objective of the robot is to keep patients moving the handle in the motion band and along the task trajectory.

The robot adjusts the forces in size and direction according to three different states during exercises. In the first state, while the handle in Fig 1 is in the motion band and the actual motion velocity is smaller than the threshold equaling the minimal velocity to perform a motion, the robot will provide external forces to assist the patient in the motion direction. In the second state, while the handle is in the motion band but the actual motion velocity is bigger than the other threshold meaning the maximal velocity for safety for the patient, which implies the patient is strong enough to perform against resistance, the robot will perform external forces to resist the patient in motion direction, namely provide the forces in the opposite direction of the trajectory. In the third state, while the handle is out of the motion band, the robot should supply the external forces in the direction that will drive the handle into the motion band along the vertical direction of the task trajectory direction. During the exercises, the external forces is calculated according to formula 16. Besides, the forces provided by the robot must be in the safety band for patient, namely the forces should be under the threshold that may make secondary damages to patients. The distribution of forces on the motion plane is described in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. Distribution of forces on the motion plane](image)
Figure 4. The distribution of forces provided by the robot

In Figure 4, the arrow stands for the force direction in the region. The green circles mean the maximal and minimal deviation from the task trajectory (the blue circle). The band between the maximal and minimal circle is the acceptable motion region. Out of the region, the robot will provide the external forces along the vertical direction pointing to the task trajectory. While in the region, the supplied forces are along the task trajectory direction or against the trajectory direction according to the motion velocity.

3 Conclusion

Rehabilitation robots are a main intervention therapy for its high intensity and its objective evaluation of patients’ performance. The hybrid force position controlled UECM rehabilitation robot has better interaction for hemiplegic patients with weakness in upper limb. The hybrid force position controlled UECM rehabilitation robot adapts to patients’ state by adjusting its provided external forces to patients according to the patients’ interactive forces measured by a two dimensional force sensor, making it possible to train patients under different states. Patients will have a better feeling while exercising with the interactive robot than exercising with the stiff robot. The interactive rehabilitation robots will become a focus in rehabilitation robot research for its adaption to different states and to attract patients’ voluntary motion.
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